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About This Game

Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Hockey Trivia and bring your
thinking hat. Answer hockey trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value. Correct

answers lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your progress and
aim for higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple times and

completing all 25 levels with a total of 250 unique trivia questions.

Features:

3 Codebreaker Lifelines
25 Vaults to Crack(levels)

250 Unique Trivia Questions
Timer Based Questions

Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level
3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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dose not fit lap top screen sizes. :S .QQ. Beglitched is a great game.

Most of its puzzles are difficult enough to leave you thinking about the solution for some minutes, but at the same time they
aren't hard to the point of making you feel like you need a break.

I think of Beglitched as a game of intuition that gives you subtle clues to the solutions (and goes beyond in-grid puzzles). You
gather information that seems random at first but, once you understand the logic behind every item and resource, you start
putting the pieces together one step at a time (the game makes you do that in a very comfortable pace) until all makes sense
once you finish it.

Highly recommended!. ok, so imagine BeamNG.drive, but legos, and you have guns. Thats this game. Now this game is the
ultimate test of patience. One needs the willingness to try a level over and over and over and over again. I never finished the
second level; it was so frustrating.

Ideas for improvement:
-easier earlier levels (could easily just double\/triple the number of save points; I think that's something simple to implement
that would make a huge difference)
-allow for more tolerance before starting over (half the time it didn't even look like I touched the edges; it's too finicky)
-add in a menu option somewhere (either in game, or for the whole safe file) for an easier mode (e.g. reduce thickness of the
ring)
-background music

I love a good challenging game, but I think this is a little too much (especially for the beginner levels). If the first couple levels
are too frustrating for people to finish, and you cannot unlock later levels without doing earlier ones... people will miss out on
most of your game. I want to see all the hard work put into this game and to explore the other levels!

Summary: I'm just not a patient person. If you have no other games to play, then feel free to try this out and play the same level
a million times..
. A good multiplayer game alternative. At the time it was released 7 years ago it was good. It's dated now but it's not very
expensive. Might be fun to play a little.. does not support xbox360 controller... this makes it a thumbs down for me. Cute little
game. I played it on {LINK REMOVED} and everyone seemed to enjoy it. Short though, wish there were more levels.
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I started playing it, didnt expect much but it is a quality game and i am happy that i bought it.

Pros:
-No hassle with patch
-Has gamepad support
-Decent full screen
-Lot of things have voice acting in it

Cons:
-Minor translation errors, no problem for me
-Battle H-scene censored, it is getting fixed. super game ♥♥♥♥ russian idiot i am russian brain. As someone entirely unfamiliar
with the Anime genre, I am happy to have stumbled upon this work of art. The story development is as captivating as its artistics
presentation.. The stand alone mission, \u201cJoint Venture\u201d which comes with this DLC is highly enjoyable to play with.
Highly recommend to the hardcore Tropico fan.. Good word game, but needs a better dictionary.. One of the biggest advantages
of physical media is that you can take games like this back to the store you bought it from for a refund.
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